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Abstract: Since its beginning, more than 15,000 patients with Hodgkin’s lymphoma (HL) have been enrolled into the multicentre randomized trials of the German Hodgkin Study Group (GHSG). Within 4 study generations the treatment of HL has been developed stepwise by using the results of the completed protocols. According to radiotherapy, the study group successfully evaluated different dose-effect relationships and could also prove the efficacy of involved field radiotherapy in early stages in combination with effective chemotherapy. According to the recent final analysis of the HD10 trial for patients with early-favourable HL, a radiation dose of 20 Gy to the involved lymph node areas preceded by short-term chemotherapy (ABVD x 2) is the standard for these patients. An extensive radiotherapy quality assurance program, performed by the GHSG radiotherapy reference centre in Cologne, has proven to be successful and necessary to ensure that with reduced radiation doses and volumes a precise treatment, as defined by the protocol, can be performed by the participating radiotherapy departments.
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INTRODUCTION

The radiosensibility of Hodgkin’s lymphoma (HL) is well established since 1902, when Pusey [1] was one of the first to publish about radiotherapeutical treatment of a HL.

In the early years, radiotherapy was the only curative treatment for this systemic disease, but the reports of Kaplan and Rosenberg [2] and Peters [3] in the fifties and seventies showed that irradiation of involved lymph node regions only resulted in high local and distant recurrences.

The introduction of linear accelerator based high dose extended field (EF)-radiotherapy by Kaplan in Stanford was a milestone in the evolution of definitive curative radiotherapy strategies. The application of the mantle field for supradiaphragmatic and the inverted Y (with or without including the spleen or splenic pedicle) for infradiaphragmatic disease resulted in a dramatic improvement of survival rates in the early stages I and II (Ann Arbor) from 25 – 30 % in the sixties to 65 – 80 % in the eighties [4]. Kaplan reported about a close relationship between radiation dose and cure rates in the case of definitive radiotherapy. A dose of at least 40 Gy resulted in local recurrences below 5% and is today the standard dose for radiotherapy only outside protocols. Despite complete remission rates after radiotherapy of 90 – 100%, the overall recurrence rate (including in-field, marginal and distant relapses) was between 20 and 30%. Analysis of the relapses revealed some stage migrating risk factors: large mediastinal mass, extra nodal involvement, number of involved lymph node areas (≥ 3) and high ESR.

The possibility of more accurate staging by using new imaging techniques like ultrasonography, CT and MRI as well as PET in the recent years resulted e.g. in the definition of early-favourable, early-unfavourable (intermediate) and high risk stages and more specific, risk adapted treatment strategies.

The objective of this article is to show recent achievements and developments in the management of early-stage favourable HL exemplified by the strategy of the German Hodgkin Study Group (GHSG), where radiotherapy still is an integral part within combined modality treatment.

CLINICAL RESULTS IN EARLY-FAVOURABLE STAGES

From a Single Radical Approach to a Combination of Mini Treatments

Treatment strategies in HL changed dramatically during the last recent years. For many decades the optimal and standard treatment for early-stage favourable HL was EF-radiotherapy. Today major study groups have changed from EF-radiotherapy to involved field (IF)-radiotherapy preceded by short-term chemotherapy to reduce the extent of late toxicities without the risk of lowering the overall survival rates (Fig. 1).

The extension of the disease at the time of diagnosis still is the most important risk factor. Radiotherapy only resulted, as reported by the Stanford group [4] in the eighties, in complete remission rates of 100% and recurrent free survival of 80% in stages PS I, IIA and IIB without large mediastinal tumour. Most of the recurrences could be treated successfully by polychemotherapy. These excellent results could not be confirmed by other well-recommended study groups.
The evolution of effective treatments for early-stage HL is best exemplified by the successive randomized trials of the GHSG. The first protocol with a radiotherapeutic question was the HD4 trial (1988-1994). The major aim of HD4 was to show whether the radiation dose to the non-involved EF could be reduced while maintaining effective tumour control. Thus patients in stage I or II without risk factors (large mediastinal mass, extra nodal extension, massive spleen involvement, >3 lymph node areas, high ESR) were randomized between standard treatment consisting of 40 Gy EF-radiotherapy (arm A) and 30 Gy EF-radiotherapy plus additional 10 Gy to the IF (arm B). Staging laparotomy was obligatory in this protocol. The results showed no statistically significant differences in recurrent free survival (RFS) and overall survival (OS) between the two treatment arms [5], but the overall recurrence rate approached 20%. Due to a sufficient salvage therapy, RFS after seven years came up to 80% and the overall survival was 93%. A careful relapse analysis could show that the majority of recurrences occurred outside of the radiation fields and was rated as diagnostic error of the initial staging. In the HD4 protocol the GHSG initiated for the first time a successful quality assurance program. For all randomized patients a radiotherapy treatment plan was given by the radiotherapy reference centre based on the documentation of the disease extension on case report forms (CRF). After the end of the EF-radiotherapy, simulation and verification films of every individual patient as well as the treatment data were analysed by an expert panel. One important achievement of this retrospective quality control was to show that deviations of radiation treatment portals and radiation doses from prospective treatment prescriptions proved to be unfavorable prognostic factors for patients with early-stage HL [5-11].

To eradicate microscopic disease, in HD7 (1994-1998) patients were randomized between radiotherapy alone (30 Gy EF + 10 Gy IF) (arm A) or upfront 2 cycles ABVD followed by radiotherapy (30 Gy EF + 10 Gy IF) (arm B) for early stages PS IA, IIA, IIB without risk factors. Staging laparotomy was not obligatory and the spleen was irradiated with 36 Gy in both treatment arms. At 7 years there was no difference between treatment arms in terms of complete response rate (arm A: 95%, arm B: 94%) or OS (arm A: 92%, arm B: 94%; p = 0, 43). However, freedom from treatment failure (FFTF) was significantly different with 67% in arm A and 88% in arm B (p ≤ 0, 0001). This was mainly due to significantly more relapses after EF-radiotherapy only (arm A: 22%; arm B: 3%) [6, 12, 13].

The aim of the HD10 trial (1998-2002) was to reduce acute and long term toxicities while maintaining optimal tumour control. According to radiotherapy, the HD10 trial represents a very decisive step, since irradiation was performed as IF-radiotherapy in all treatment arms [13]. The HD10 trial was designed to investigate the optimal intensity of both, chemotherapy and radiotherapy. Therefore patients in stages PS I or II without risk factors were randomized in a four-arm study between an IF-radiotherapy dose of 30 Gy versus 20 Gy and 2 versus 4 cycles of ABVD. To ensure that IF-radiotherapy was performed exactly according to the RT-prescriptions of the protocol, an extensive quality assurance program was performed. A prospective radiotherapy planning by the radiotherapy reference centre in Cologne on the basis of clinical and laboratory data as well as on the basis of all pre-treatment diagnostic imaging was initiated [14]. The recent final analysis of this large trial showed that the reduction of chemotherapy is possible and that there was no difference between the different radiation doses [15].

![Fig. (1)](image-url) Comparison of extended field radiation therapy (EFRT) vs. involved field radiation therapy (IFRT) for a patient with Hodgkin’s lymphoma stage I in the left neck: disease involvement lower cervical region on the left side. (A) Typical EFRT-volume (mantle field plus the Para-aortic area, splenic hilal region, and spleen); (B) the IFRT-volume includes the whole left neck (upper and lower cervical region plus supra- and infraclavicular lymph nodes).
Thus, 2xABVD+20Gy IF-radiotherapy should be regarded standard of care in this patient population.

The current GHSG study for early-favourable patients (HD13, since 2003-still open) is testing the exclusion of bleomycin (pulmonary toxicity) and/or dacarbazine (questionable efficacy) from the shorter regimen, while maintaining IF-radiotherapy at 30 Gy.

In the EORTC/GELA-Intergroup study H10F for patients with early-favourable stages the IF-radiotherapy was recently replaced by the involved node (IN)-radiotherapy concept as a consolidation after ABVD chemotherapy. Since this concept has never been tested in a randomized trial the GHSG aims to compare it with standard IF-radiotherapy in their future study generation.

It is unlikely that the reduction of chemotherapy accomplished in HD10 and tested in HD13 could be possible without maintaining the radiotherapy component, and vice versa. At present, the combined modality treatment, consisting of chemotherapy upfront, followed by IF-radiotherapy is the standard treatment of the GHSG for early-favourable HL.
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